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Project Gear Up
Project Gear Up is a collaboration of the Education Service Centers
of Indiana (ESC of I), Indiana ASCD, Indiana Association of School
Principals, the Indiana Network of Independent Schools along with
the support of the Indiana Department of Education and Michael
Burns Consulting. Project Gear Up is funded by a grant from
the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.
As Indiana transitions into new K-12 standards that align with state
and federal requirements, Project Gear Up is an initiative designed
to provide additional support, resources, and most importantly, a
network of peers to ensure that the transition is successful.
1)This professional development was created to support teachers in their work with the NEW 2014 Indiana
College and Career Readiness Standards. There is no indication herein that Common Core standards are
addressed. Should participants find a reference to Common Core on any materials utilized in our trainings, it
is merely because it is a valuable resource that also applies to the 2014 Indiana College and Career Readiness
Standards and selected for use because it will be very helpful to you.
2) The materials comprising this College and Career Ready professional development series are provided by
ESC of I as a service to its members for instructional use only. ESC of I names and logos and all related
trademarks, and other intellectual property are the property of ESC of I and cannot be used without its
express prior permission.
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Outcomes for the Day:
• Examine note taking strategies as a means of writing to
learn
• Understand step-by-step techniques for paraphrasing
and summarizing
• Discuss methods of teaching research strategies
• Complete an analysis of the argumentation writing
process
• Explore ways of linking classroom writing to real-world
applications
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RESOURCES:
• The ELA 6-12 ELA Standards, 6-12 Correlation Documents; and 6-12
Vertical Articulation Document
• http://www.doe.in.gov/standards
• Instruction and Assessment Guidance Documents
• http://www.doe.in.gov/standards
• http://www.doe.in.gov/assessment/end-course-assessments-ecas
• http://www.doe.in.gov/assessment/experience-college-and-careerready-assessment
• https://in.questarai.com/ccra/ (English 10 ECA)
• Glossaries http://www.doe.in.gov/standards
• Assessment blueprints and sample items
• http://www.doe.in.gov/assessment/istep-grades-3-8
• http://www.doe.in.gov/assessment/end-course-assessments-ecas

Shifts in 2014 IAS
ELA/Literacy

Explanation
Where do we see evidence of this?

Increase Reading of Nonfiction Text

Students read a true balance of informational and
literary texts.

Literacy Instruction in the
Content Areas

Students build knowledge about the world (disciplinespecific/content areas) through TEXT in addition to
the teacher or activities.

Text-Dependent Questions &
Answers

Students engage in rich and rigorous evidence-based
conversations and written tasks about text.

Staircase of Complexity

Students read the central, grade appropriate texts
around which instruction is centered. Teachers are
patient, create more time and space and support in
the curriculum for close reading.

Writing from Sources

Writing emphasizes use of evidence from sources to
inform or make an argument.

Academic Vocabulary

Students constantly build the transferable vocabulary
they need to access grade level complex texts.
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Writing from Sources
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Sections: Writing
K-12:

Content Area Literacy Standards

• Handwriting
Writing Genres:
• Writing Genres:
*Argument
 Persuasion/Argument *Informative
 Informative
Writing Process
 Narrative
Research Process
• Writing Process
• Research Process
• Conventions
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Indiana College and Career Ready Standards:
Learning Outcomes/Writing
• W.1 K-12 Write effectively for a variety of tasks,
purposes, and audiences
• LH.1 6-12 Write effectively for a variety of
discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and
audiences.
• LST.1 6-12Write effectively for a variety of
discipline-specific tasks, purposes, and
audiences.
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Let’s examine your writing standards:
 Before we begin, let’s take a look at the Assessment
Blueprints and Assessment and Instructional Guidance
documents for your grade level and the 6-12 Vertical
Articulation document.

 Be ready to share the answers to these questions
with the group:
1.

2.
3.
4.

What are the KEY Writing genres you should be teaching at your
grade level?
What % of the 2014-15 ISTEP+ or ECA will be based on the Writing
Standards at your grade level?
How do the writing standards progress grades 6-12?
How does this progression impact your classroom instruction and
assessment?
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After Reading Strategies that
involve Writing*
1. Have students complete or generate graphic
organizers that summarize critical information
2. Have students write in response to a passage:
1. Summary
2. Compare and Contrast
3. Argument

*Dr. Anita Archer
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Teaching

Informative Writing
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Note Taking: A Specific Writing Task
• Get out your Standards or Vertical Articulation
Documents
• Look through ALL the standards(Reading , Writing,
Speaking/Listening, Media) at your grade level and
determine in which standards taking notes could support
students in your grade level learn the content/skills they
need to know.
• Be ready to share this with the group.
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Writing To Learn: Taking Notes
Students: WHY DO WE HAVE TO TAKE NOTES?

• Helps learners become active readers, listeners, speakers
(Reading and Speaking/Listening Standards)
• Helps learners retain important/essential content
information
• Helps improve comprehension skills
• Helps learners organize information for speaking/writing
(Speaking/Listening and Writing Standards)
NOTE: For students to become effective note takers, they
MUST be taught
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Pre-Note Taking Skills:
MUST be Modeled and Reinforced K-12!!
• Abbreviating
• Using visual cues to help students organize
information (underlining, highlighting,
numbering/lettering, arrows, brackets, etc.)
• Paraphrasing- a “writing skill”
1. What does “paraphrasing” mean? “rewording or
restatement of a text” (IDOE ELA Glossary)
2. How do you teach /model it?
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Time to practice paraphrasing:
• You will receive a short piece of non-fiction text.
• Take a few minutes read the text.
• Pick out at least two sentences from the text and
write a paraphrase of those sentences.
• Share with a “shoulder buddy” or your table
group.
• Finally, be ready to share out with the group how
you determined what your paraphrase would say
for each sentence.
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Writing To Learn: Taking Notes

Split Column Notes:
•
•
•
•

Useful for literary and non-fiction texts
Useful for ALL content areas
“Set up” is simple/ the content of the notes can be complex
Divide a paper (1/3 and 2/3)
Concepts/Vocabulary/
Main Ideas, etc.

Notes
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Split Page Notes continued
• Scaffold these at first. Put in what you want students to take
notes over on the left side of the page (main idea, vocabulary,
key events in history, steps in a process, etc..).
• Students then “take notes” using effective note taking
strategies: abbreviations, paraphrasing, visuals that they have
been taught and seen modeled.
• NOTE: For students who struggle with reading, you may want
to provide some scaffolding on the right hand side as well.
• This format can be used for fiction/non-fiction texts, videos,
guest speakers, media.
• Students should share/compare their notes with others and
add to them if needed.
Remember- notes are ”tools” meant to be used to help support
comprehension, writing, listening/speaking skills!!!
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Biography: George Washington
Personal

• Born February 12, 1732
• Father was a tobacco planter and owned
slaves
• 6 siblings
• Father died when he was 12

Home

• Inherited Ferry Farm when his father died
• Inherited Mount Vernon when his brother
died

Military Career

•
•
•
•

Major in Virginia militia
Wanted to be commissioned in British army
Fought in French and Indian War
Retired from military until American
Revolution
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Scaffolding with Split Page Notes
Vocabulary Word

Picture/ Definition

cylinder
a solid geometric figure with straight
parallel sides and a circular or oval
section.

Rectangle

Triangle

Circle
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Characters from
Because of Winn-Dixie

Important details about the
characters

1. Miss Franny

Age:
Hair Color:
Personality:

2. Winn Dixie
3. Opal
4.
5.

6.
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Time to practice:
• Use the piece of non-fiction text you read for the
paraphrasing activity.
• Read through the entire text.
• Set up a split- page note taking activity as if you
were doing this for your students.
• Use some scaffolding.
• Put this on chart paper and post for a gallery
walk.
• Be ready to “reflect” on what “skills” you had to
use to be able to do this activity and how this
might use this with your students.
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How to write a summary

2.W.5 Organize, summarize, and present the information, choosing
from a variety of formats
9-10 W.5 Synthesize and integrate information into the text selectively
to maintain the flow of idea
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What is a summary?
“An approach to thinking and writing that
expresses the main points of one or several
resources, including reading, research
findings, events, and the writer’s own ideas,
etc.”(IDOE ELA Glossary)
What is the recommended length of a summary?
10-12% of the original text
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How to write a summary:
• Delete some information, substitute some information,
and keep some information from a text or multiple texts
• Integrate and generalize from the text information
• Select and reduce information
To be able to do this, students need some key skills:
• Comprehension skills
• Organization skills
• Writing skills

• Question from students: How long does this have to be?
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Using Cornell Notes to help write a
summary:
• The first portion of Cornell Notes is the “split-page” notes
• From those notes students write a summary
Concepts/Vocabul
ary/ Main Ideas,
etc.

Notes

Summary
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Things to remember when
using Cornell Notes:
• Not all the key points/details in the notes portion will be included in
a summary.
• There should be a topic sentence but a concluding sentence is not
necessary.
• Students should be encouraged to combine sentences, use
compound sentences, and transition words.
• Teachers should model this several times and in multiple content
areas with multiple texts (fiction, non-fiction, poetry, videos, media ,
etc.).
• Teachers may need to scaffold this process with struggling
readers/writers by using partially completed summaries that enable
students to fill in the missing key details (key words/phrases) and
then gradually take this support away.
• Students should share /compare their summaries with others.
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Time to Practice/Reflect:
• Go to the notes you developed for the Split Page note
taking activity.
• Turn those notes into a summary, write it on chart paper
and post it beside your original notes.
• You will do a gallery walk and then “summarize” what
you observed to the group.
• Finally, be ready to answer this question: How does
taking notes, paraphrasing, and summarizing support
the IAS CCR Reading, Writing, and Speaking/Listening
standards at your grade level?
Resources: https://vimeo.com/52664019
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WtW9IyE04OQ
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W.5: The Research Process Standards
•
•
•
•

Get out your Vertical Articulation Document for grades 6-12
Let’s look at the progression of this standard 6-12
What do you notice about this?
How does paraphrasing, note taking, and summarizing
support this standard?
• Look back at the RL and RN standards and the
Speaking/Listening Standards – how do these standards
support the Research Process Standards?
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Writing a Researched Document
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Find a subject.
Develop a research question.
Conduct preliminary research.
Conduct focused research.
Develop a working thesis.
Develop a working bibliography.
Read and evaluate sources.
Take notes from sources- these are tools meant to be used.
Develop a plan or outline to organize the document based on the thesis
Arrange notes according to your plan or outline.
Write your draft.
Avoid plagiarism.
Cite sources.
Revise your draft.
Edit the final document.

Question: In which of your ELA standards are these steps indicated?
Question: Why does these steps refer to a “researched document” rather than a
“research paper”
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So…what are some of the pitfalls for students
writing a researched document?
1. If students are allowed to choose their own topic, they may need assistance
with limiting their topic and finding one which is reasonable for the
assignment. (3.W.5 – 5.W.5) (6.W.5 -11-12.W.5)
2. Students may need assistance with determining the credibility of
secondary sources. (4.W.5 Determine the reliability of the sources.)
3. Students may need assistance with locating and using primary sources.
(5.W.5 Identify and acquire reliable primary and secondary sources.)
4. Students may need assistance with gathering information and annotating
sources to avoid plagiarism. (5.W.5 Summarize and paraphrase important
ideas and supporting details, and include direct quotations where
appropriate, citing the sources of information.)
5. Students may need assistance with note-taking, summarizing and
paraphrasing information. (2.W.5 Organize, summarize, and present the
information, choosing from a variety of formats.)
6. Students will need a rubric to guide inclusion of key components of their
document.
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Teaching
argument
32

Why the emphasis on moving from
persuasive writing (K-5) to
argumentative writing (6-12) as
students progress through
developmental levels?
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What is argument?
“an expression of a point of view of a
subject supported by evidence”
(IDOE ELA Glossary)
What are the Key Words/Phrases in this
definition?
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Expanded Definition of Argument
• Argument is NOT a fight or quarrel
• Argument is NOT a pro/con debate
• Arguments can be explicit (directly states its
claim and supports it with reasons and evidence)
or implicit (may not look like one at all- bumper
sticker, cartoon, photograph, slogan,
advertisement, etc.)
• Argument is both a process and a product
Source: Writing Arguments: A Rhetoric with Readings (Ramage, Bean, Johnson, 2010)
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Argument IS THE CORE OF
CRITICAL THINKING
-NOT A DISPUTE AS WHEN WE DISAGREE WITH SOMEONE

+IS ABOUT MAKING A CASE IN SUPPORT OF A CLAIM IN EVERYDAY AFFAIRS
+OCCURS IN POLICYMAKING, COURTROOMS, SCIENCE, ETC.
ON A DAILY BASIS

+PROMOTES CRITICAL THINKING
+LITERACY EDUCATION NOT ONLY FOSTERS CRITICAL
THINKING; IT FOSTERS CRITICAL DIALOGUE AND A VIGILANT
AMERICAN CITIZENRY
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-SOME BELIEVE OUR CULTURE IS INCREASINGLY UNABLE
TO DISTINGUISH FACT FROM OPINION; TRUTH FROM LIES

What’s the difference between
persuasive writing and
argumentative writing?
Persuasive
Uses most favorable evidence
Appeals to emotions
Uses style to persuade reader
Purpose is to be convincing

Argument
Includes logical appeals
Involves claims, evidence, warrants
Includes rebuttals
Requires critical thinking
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Kinneavy and
Warriner 1993

“The most advanced secondary
textbooks for English do not
teach students to think
critically or to write argument.
Rather, they opt for vague
discussions of ‘persuasive
writing.’ One significant text of
over 1,100 pages devotes 45
pages to persuasive writing and
only 1.5 pages to ‘logical
appeals.’”
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Progression of Persuasive/Argumentative Writing
in Indiana’s College and Career Ready Standards
K.W.3.1: Use words and pictures to provide logical reasons for suggesting that
others follow a particular course of action.
1.W.3.1 Write logically connected sentences to make a proposal to a particular
audience.
2.W.3.1. Write a logically connected paragraph or paragraphs that introduce an
opinion, with a concluding statement or section and multiple reasons to explain
why a certain course of action should be followed.

3.W.3.1-5.W.3.1 Write persuasive compositions in a variety of forms….
6.W.3.1--11-12.W.3.1 Write arguments in a variety of forms…

Question: What do you notice about the progression of the standards?
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Your standards:
• Look at the Vertical Articulation document for your grade
level standards (ELA teachers) or Literacy Standards for your
content area and find the standards that address
“argumentation”
• Underline, highlight, mark, etc. the key words in those
standards for the specific skills associated at each grade level
• Now look at the RN.4, SL.3 and RV.3 standards 6-12 and
examine the relationship among these standards.
• Share what you have discovered about your standards
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Elements of argument
1. A claim
2. Evidence of some sort
3. Warrant that explains how the evidence
supports the claim
4. Backing supporting the warrants
5. Qualifications and rebuttals or counter
arguments that refute the claim*
*Toulmin 1958
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Key vocabulary associated with argument

Claim - An individual’s basic belief about a particular topic, issue, event, or idea
Evidence – Relevant and verifiable data.
Evaluation of evidence: 1. Examine the data; 2. Ask questions based on data; 3. Reexamine the data; 4. Try to answer the questions; 5. Data that supports our answer =
Evidence*
Warrant - Explanation of how the evidence supports the claim; often common sense
rules, laws, scientific principles or research, well-considered definitions. Example:
Fingerprints are unique; therefore, leaving fingerprints at a crime scene may lead to
an arrest.
Backing – support for the warrant (often an extended definition). Example: The US
Supreme Court debates the warrants used in lower court cases (i.e. Does an officer
have the right to use lethal force to stop a speeding driver?)
Qualifications, Counter-Arguments, Rebuttal – acknowledgement of differing claims.
Since different claims exist, they must be qualified. Terms such as: probably, in all
likelihood, very likely, almost certainly should be used when statistical procedures are
not appropriate or possible.
Appeals of Argument**: logos – rational appeal, the appeal to reason; ethos – ethical
appeal or an appeal based on the ethical nature of the person making the appeal;
pathos – appeal to the emotions.
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*Teaching Argument Writing (Hillocks 2011) **Writing and Reading Across the Curriculum (Behrens and Rose
2000)

5-Step Pre-Test for Argumentative writing
1. Determine whether or not students can read and interpret data (or, in the
case of primary students, information.)
2. If students can read and interpret data, can they use that data/information
to develop a claim?

3. Ask students to make at least one reasonable claim.
4. Now, have students use at least one piece of data to support their claim with
evidence.

5. Ask students to explain why their evidence is relevant to their claim
(warrant).
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Introducing Argumentation Sequence
in Middle School: Non-fiction Texts
• Teach students to examine information/data and draw logical
conclusions about trends/patterns
• Teach students to write a coherent, logical paragraph that
expresses a claim, supports the claim by citing relevant data,
and interprets the data
Consider these questions:
• What kind of problems do middle school students care about?
• What kind of data will support their thinking about the
problems?
• What kind of activities will trigger students’ thinking?
• What resources can I use to introduce these problems?
Source: Teaching Students to Write Argument (Smagorinsky, Johannessen, Kahn, McCann 2012)
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Topic:
Should Tablets Replace Textbooks in
Schools?

http://www.procon.org/
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Other middle school topics:
Brainstorm a list of topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Resource: Ads
Have students answer key questions to help students begin to
analyze two or more ads on the same product:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

What’s the ad trying to convince people of? ( claim)
What evidence does the ad provide? How does the ad answer the
“What makes you say so?” question? (data)
What is the answer to the “So what?” question? (warrant)
Who’s the audience for the ad? Make sure you use your answer to
“What makes you say so?” and “So what?” when you explain.
How would the ad have been different if it had had a different
audience?
Which of your ads is most effective? What makes you say so?

Note: It is helpful for students to use some sort of graphic organizer to help
students organize their thoughts.
Source: Oh,Yeah?! Putting Argument to work in Both School and Out (Smith, Wilhelm, Fredrickson, 2012)
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Argument at the high school level
• Move to more sophisticated topics relevant to high school
students/young adults
• Expand the number of sources students use and the
complexity of the text(s)
• Provide additional assessment options besides written
assessments:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Debates
Blogs
Simulations
Speeches
Visuals (ads, cartoons, etc.)
Other
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Group Activity for helping students
take a stand on a controversial issue
1. Show a video or use another “hook “ to stimulate participants’ thinking about a controversial
issue. Ask each person to take an initial stance on the issue.
2. Depending upon their initial stance, form two groups. Each group reads an article that
contradicts their initial stance. (They may do this independently, with a peer, or as a jigsaw in
a small group.)
3. Participants re-evaluate their initial stance, and, once again, take a stance.
4. Independently, each member reads the second article. (Note: It is important to ensure all
participants read both articles.)
5. Participants review the Elements of Argument and determine what they will need to research
in order to write a strong argument stating their position and supporting it with details,
examples, and additional evidence.
Examples:
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/01/07/paying-college-athletes_n_2424429.html
http://www.forbes.com/sites/jeffreydorfman/2013/08/29/pay-college-athletes-theyre-already-paid-up-to125000year/
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Putting an argument together
The structure of the argumentative essay is held together by the following.
• A clear, concise, and defined thesis statement that occurs in the first paragraph of the
essay.
• In the first paragraph of an argument essay, students should set the context by reviewing
the topic in a general way. Next the author should explain why the topic is important
(exigence) or why readers should care about the issue. Lastly, students should present the
thesis statement. It is essential that this thesis statement be appropriately narrowed to
follow the guidelines set forth in the assignment. If the student does not master this
portion of the essay, it will be quite difficult to compose an effective argument.
• Clear and logical transitions between the introduction, body, and conclusion.
• Transitions are the mortar that holds the foundation of the essay together. Without logical
progression of thought, the reader is unable to follow the essay’s argument, and the
structure will collapse. Transitions should wrap up the idea from the previous section and
introduce the idea that is to follow in the next section.
• Body paragraphs that include evidential support.
• Each paragraph should be limited to the discussion of one general idea. This will allow for
clarity and direction throughout the essay. In addition, such conciseness creates an ease of
readability for one’s audience. It is important to note that each paragraph in the body of the
essay must have some logical connection to the thesis statement in the opening paragraph.
Some paragraphs will directly support the thesis statement with evidence collected during
research. It is also important to explain how and why the evidence supports the thesis
(warrant).

Source: https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/685/05
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Putting an argument together continued
• However, argumentative essays should also consider and explain differing points of view
regarding the topic. Depending on the length of the assignment, students should dedicate
one or two paragraphs of an argumentative essay to discussing conflicting opinions on the
topic. Rather than explaining how these differing opinions are wrong outright, students
should note how opinions that do not align with their thesis might not be well informed or
how they might be out of date.
• Evidential support (whether factual, logical, statistical, or anecdotal).
• The argumentative essay requires well-researched, accurate, detailed, and current
information to support the thesis statement and consider other points of view. Some
factual, logical, statistical, or anecdotal evidence should support the thesis. However,
students must consider multiple points of view when collecting evidence. As noted in the
paragraph above, a successful and well-rounded argumentative essay will also discuss
opinions not aligning with the thesis. It is unethical to exclude evidence that may not
support the thesis. It is not the student’s job to point out how other positions are wrong
outright, but rather to explain how other positions may not be well informed or up to date
on the topic.
• A conclusion that does not simply restate the thesis, but readdresses it in light of the
evidence provided.
• It is at this point of the essay that students may begin to struggle. This is the portion of the
essay that will leave the most immediate impression on the mind of the reader. Therefore,
it must be effective and logical. Do not introduce any new information into the conclusion;
rather, synthesize the information presented in the body of the essay. Restate why the topic
is important, review the main points, and review your thesis. You may also want to include
a short discussion of more research that should be completed in light of your work.
Source: https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/685/05/
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Writing Literary Arguments
• Primary source of the data is the text or texts.
• Warrants can be based on text patterns, what the author
intended something to mean.
• Possible topics include the following:
• Judgments about characters and their actions
• Central ideas/themes/symbols
• Quality of text(s)

Source: Oh,Yeah?! Putting Argument to work in Both School and Out (Smith, Wilhelm, Fredrickson, 2012)
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Assessments:
Brainstorm a list of potential argumentation writing assessments
(based on literary pieces or non-fiction ) you could use with your
students:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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A “ Fun” Book for Teaching
Argument
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Using/Creating a Rubric for
Argumentative Writing



Look the sample rubric for argumentative writing and think about the
components included.
Look at the student writing samples provided. Choose one and use the
rubric to assess the student sample:
• On-demand prompt where students were asked to take a position
on whether their school should participate on the national “Shut
Down Your Screen Week.” (grade 8 or 9-10)
• At the end of a social studies unit on immigration, students were
asked to take a position on whether or not illegal immigrants should
be eligible for in-state tuition. (grade 7)

Source for on-demand writing prompts: http://achievethecore.org
Source of additional Argumentation Rubric (Smarter Balanced website):
http://www.livebinders.com/play/play?id=774846
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Free resource materials and support
http://www.gutenberg.org/wiki/Main_Page
http://zu8fr6nk5e.cs.serialssolutions.com/
www.teachingchannel.org
http://www.procon.org/

http://www.lexile.com/

Let’s take a look at how one teacher
pulls all these components together
https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/literacy-analysis-lesson
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Indiana Applied Skills Assessments:
Spring 2015
• A passage with constructed response questions and an
extended response
• A passage or passages paring with a few *multiple choice
questions and a writing prompt (multiple choice items to
provide “scaffolding” prior to writing)
• *Some multiple choice questions have more than one correct
answer
• IDOE Resources:
• http://www.doe.in.gov/assessment/experience-college-andcareer-ready-assessment
• https://in.questarai.com/ccra/ (English 10 ECA)
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Now Let’s Look at Some Constructed and Expended
Response Non-Secure Items
Grade 6:
Describe a theme of the excerpt from The Wind in the Willows and
how it is revealed. Support your answer with details from the excerpt.
(2 points; DOK 3)

At the end of the excerpt, Mole and Rat start off on their boat trip
down the river. Imagine what happens. Based on what you have read
about the characters and the setting, write a narrative that tells what
happens during the journey down the river. You do not need to rewrite
the beginning of the excerpt.
( 8 points; DOK 4)
http://www.doe.in.gov/sites/default/files/standards/elagrade-6constructed-responseextended-response-sample-item-wind-willows.pdf
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Now Let’s Look at Some Constructed and Expended
Response Non-Secure Items
Grade 8:
How does Buck change after he is rescued by John Thornton? Support
your response with details from the excerpt.
(2 points; DOK 3)

You have just read an excerpt from The Call of the Wild. How is Buck a
reflection of John Thornton? Using examples from the excerpt, write
an essay that discusses how Buck’s behavior is a result of his
interactions with John Thornton and his dogs. Support your response
with details from the excerpt.
( 8 points; DOK 4)
Click here to access the text,
http://www.doe.in.gov/sites/default/files/standards/elagrade-8constructedresponse-extended-response-sample-item-call-wild.pdf
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Let’s Look at Some Non-Secured Writing Prompt Items
Grade 6:
“You have read the article about the first moon landing and a
transcript of a phone conversation between President Nixon and the
astronauts. Some historians claim that the Apollo 11 trip to the
moon is the most significant event in the twentieth century. Using
information from BOTH the article and telephone conversation,
write an essay explaining the significance of this event.”
(10 points; DOK 4)
Click here to access the text,
http://www.doe.in.gov/sites/default/files/standards/elagrade-6writingprompt-sample-item-apollo-11-pairing.pdf

Grade 8:
“You have read the article “ The Benefits of Homework.” The author
makes the claim that homework can positively affect student
performance in schools. Think about the evidence the author
provides and consider if it fully supports the claim. Using detail
from the article, write an article analyzing how effectively the
author supports the claim.
(10 points; DOK 4)
Click here to access the text,
http://www.doe.in.gov/sites/default/files/standards/elagrade-8writingprompt-sample-item-benefits-homework.pdf
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What’s
this
look
like in
a
college
writing
class?

Teaching argument –
research-based proposal
1. Identify a problem of concern to a significant number of
people.
2. Propose a solution that will resolve the problem in a way
these people will find acceptable.
3. Include specific details about the costs and benefits of
your solution.
4. Direct the proposal to an appropriate audience and
demonstrate a good understanding of that audience’s
needs and interests.
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5. Clearly explain the steps or processes required to enact
the solution.

• Write a proposal to your school board
advocating keeping or changing your current
teacher evaluation system. If you believe
your current system is equitable and fair to
all teachers, give at least three specific pieces
of evidence to support your claim. If you
believe the current system should be
changed, propose a plan for changing the
system.

What’s this
look like in
real-life?

• In either case, your proposal should include
the needs of all teachers within your school,
consider financial requirements, and list
benefits of implementing or retaining your
solution. You will also want to consider
possible objections to your proposal and
refute them.
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Ten Suggestions for teaching
writing in content areas:
1.Provide students with frequent opportunities to write
short entries: Examples: summarize information from
graphic organizers, lab notes, questions, reading
assignments, opinions, arguments, responses, blogs,
analyses, lists of vocabulary words, summaries, lists,
notes, analysis of word problems, exit slips, entrance
slips, quick writes, self-reflections
2.Teach students to summarize and synthesize
information.
3.Once students understand how to summarize and
synthesize information, present opportunities for
allowing students to analyze or critique the text.
4.Model how people in your field use writing.
5.Ask a community member to discuss how he/she uses
writing in a field related to your course.
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Suggestions continued:
6. Allow students to collaborate when writing.
7. Ask students to write for authentic audiences.
8. Encourage students to use digital writing tools,
especially for collaborative writing. (blogs, wikis, etc.)
9. Emphasize the content of what students write rather
than the correctness of how they write. Work with
English/language arts teachers to remedy areas of
repeated language errors.
10. Support student writing. Avoid getting “bogged down”
in correcting errors, etc. Remember: the goal is Writing to
Learn.
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ENHANCED CONTENT INSTRUCTION and BEST
PRACTICE STRATEGIES
Literacy in content areas
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1zHWMfg_8r0
Close reading
• http://achievethecore.org/dashboard/300/search/1/1/0/1/2
/3/4/5/6/7/8/9/10/11/12/page/752/featured-lessons-list-pg
Text-Dependent Questions
• http://achievethecore.org/dashboard/300/search/1/1/0/1/2
/3/4/5/6/7/8/9/10/11/dashboard/300/search/1/1/0/1/2/3/
4/5/6/7/8/9/10/11/12/page/710/text-dependent-questionresources

ENHANCED CONTENT INSTRUCTION and BEST
PRACTICE STRATEGIES
Academic vocabulary
• http://achievethecore.org/page/974/vocabulary-and-thecommon-core-detail-pg
• http://achievethecore.org/page/61/which-words-do-iteach-and-how-detail-pg
Text complexity
• http://achievethecore.org/dashboard/300/search/1/1/0/1/2
/3/4/5/6/7/8/9/10/11/dashboard/300/search/1/1/0/1/2/3/
4/5/6/7/8/9/10/11/12/page/642/text-complexity-collection

IDOE RESOURCES:
• The ELA 6-12 ELA Standards, 6-12 Correlation Documents; and 6-12
Vertical Articulation Document

• http://www.doe.in.gov/standards
• Instruction and Assessment Guidance Documents

• http://www.doe.in.gov/standards
• http://www.doe.in.gov/assessment/end-course-assessmentsecas
• http://www.doe.in.gov/assessment/experience-college-andcareer-ready-assessment
• https://in.questarai.com/ccra/ (English 10 ECA)
• Glossaries http://www.doe.in.gov/standards
• Assessment blueprints and sample items

• http://www.doe.in.gov/assessment/istep-grades-3-8
• http://www.doe.in.gov/assessment/end-course-assessmentsecas

Reflection:
• Based on what we have examined today, how will note taking,
summarizing, and paraphrasing help your students
demonstrate many of the Indiana CCR Standards in your
classroom?
• Finally, Be ready to share out one or more of the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Most Important point
AHA!
Question
Wish I had known that before I came today
Other
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“Let’s go invent tomorrow
instead of worrying about
what happened yesterday.”
Steve Jobs
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Your feedback is
important...
http://bit.ly/ESCEval

We Did It!

Special thanks to consultants Dr. Schauna Findlay Relue and
Bonnie Kelley for their work on designing this session.

